
9-10 Honors English 

Jolly    Essay setup for O Brother/Odyssey compare & contrast 

Question:  which telling of this epic story is better? 

Outline Sample Essay (incomplete) 
 
Para.  I:  Intro “You ruined my life!” screams an enraged Pete as he attacks  

A. Striking Statement to grab attention— Everett with his bare hands.  Ruin is a fact of life in Depres- 
 scene from film or book sion-era Mississippi, the setting of Joel Coen’s prison escape 
B. Mention author, title and context of  story O Brother, Where Art Thou?  Ruin is also a threat  
 each story hanging over the characters in Homer’s The Odyssey, the  
C. Thesis:  stories are similar but O Brother  story of Odysseus’ much-delayed return from the Trojan 

is better due to ... War.  Several similarities tie the two stories together, but the 
addition of humor, better developed characters, and more 
realistic events make O Brother the better tale. 

 
Para. II:  humor  There are several examples of similar scenes which are  

A. Topic sentence made more humorous in the film.  In O Brother, the main  
B. Humor examples & explanation character is Ulysses Everett McGill.  Ulysses is Latin for 
  Odysseus, the hero of The Odyssey.  Both characters show  

 the human flaw of pride, but Everett’s amusing obsession  
 his appearance (especially his hair) provides an entertain- 
 ing way to show this flaw.  Another example is... 

 
Para. III:  character development Humor alone, however, does not go far enough.  Added 

A. Transition into topic sentence character development is another point that makes the film  
B. Characters:  Pete & Delmar, superior.  Pete and Delmar often behave similarly to  

Poseidon, & Penelope (with ex- Odysseus’ crew.  However, we get a better sense of them 
 planations for each) through Pete’s confrontational nature and Delmar’s simple- 
  minded ignorance.  These added points make them more 
  complete characters.  We also see this in... 

  
Para. IV:  realistic events Characters are developed in The Odyssey, too, but the  

A. Transition into topic sentence realism of the film (despite its absurdity) is the final point  
B. Events made more realistic: which makes O Brother superior.  Both stories begin with a 
 jailbreak, sheriff in pursuit, character who’s held against his will.  It strains belief, how- 

flooding of valley ever, to think that a man could be held on an island by a  
  beautiful nymph; it’s far more realistic to envision one who 

       is serving time in jail and needs to “bust out”.  Or consider... 
 
Para. V:  Conclusion Similar characters, events and plotlines cement the idea that 

A. Paraphrase thesis (not simply retell— O Brother and The Odyssey are essentially the same story. 
 put it in different words) Yet the creativity shown by director Joel Coen results in a 
B. Wider application—what’s the benefit  much more entertaining telling of it.  Some might say 
 of retelling a story like this? this sort of revision amounts to destruction of a classic, but  
  they are mistaken.  It’s simply a more accessible way to  
  tell an ancient tale that... 

 


